Longitudinal analysis of sibling correlation on blood pressure using mixed modeling.
Although moderate to high genetic contribution to blood pressure variation have been estimated in numerous studies, the genetic control over the longitudinal change in blood pressure has been less frequently investigated because of the requirement of longitudinal design. Based on blood pressure data from a large-scale family-based longitudinal survey, we introduced hierarchical modeling of longitudinal family data in combination with fractional polynomials for fitting nonlinear age patterns of blood pressure and the mixed-effect models for estimating sibling correlation on blood pressure to assess the genetic and shared environmental effects on blood pressure level as well as on the rate of change in blood pressure over ages. Significant sibling correlations were estimated on the levels of systolic blood pressure (0.2, 95% CI: 0.10-0.30) and diastolic blood pressure (0.28, 95% CI: 0.18-0.38), whereas for the longitudinal change or the rate of change, significant correlation was estimated only for diastolic blood pressure (0.13, 95% CI: 0.04-0.23). In the sex-specific analysis, similar pattern is observed, but statistical significance was only reached in female siblings with correlation estimates higher than the overall sample. The rate of change in blood pressure is mainly influenced by individual's unique environment; and the genetic and common family environment may play a role in regulating the longitudinal change of diastolic but not systolic blood pressure.